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Recalling Facts and DetailsSTRATEGY
TWO
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Learn About Recalling Facts and Details
An encyclopedia article, a textbook chapter and a magazine article are just three examples
of informational writing. They share a purpose: to inform and explain. In these
informational texts and others, the title gives the general topic. The section headings show
how the ideas are organised. As you read any informational text, pay attention to the title
and the headings. Ask yourself questions about each heading and read to find answers.

Ask questions that begin with who, when where and what. The answers will be facts and
details. Facts and details also answer why and how questions. Facts and details are the
pieces of information that tell about a topic.

Read the passage and the notes beside it.

Captain Cook Discovers Australia—Or Does He?

The man most commonly said to have discovered Australia is the famous Captain
James Cook, who sighted the south-east corner of Australia on 20 April 1770. Cook
and his crew had set out from England in 1768 on the Endeavour to observe the
transit of Venus from Tahiti, and came across Australia after coming via New Zealand. 

Cook’s expedition led to English interest in Australia for the first time, and the
eventual setting up of a penal colony at Port Jackson in 1788. For years James
Cook was credited with discovering Australia. But today we know that Europeans
had visited this continent long before him.

The first documented and undisputed European sighting (and landing) of
Australia was in 1606, by the Dutch navigator Willem Janszoon aboard a ship
called the Duyfken. The “great southern land” had been rumoured for many
hundreds of years before this, but this is the first sighting that can be verified.

There was quite a bit of European exploration of Australia in the 1600s by the
Dutch, who already traded with the islands that today make up Indonesia. Dirk
Hartog landed on the Western Australian coast and left behind a pewter plate which
was discovered hundreds of years later. The Dutch explorer Abel Tasman is credited
with discovering Tasmania, which was eventually named after him. He called it Van
Diemen’s Land, though. Maps from this time and the early 18th century, before
Cook’s voyage, often have the area covered by Australia marked as “New Holland”.
The English explorer William Dampier also mapped parts of the coastline.

All these things make James Cook’s position very shaky. But of course the most
important thing is that none of these Europeans discovered Australia—it had
already been inhabited by Aboriginal peoples for some fifty thousand years.

Studying a model

Thinking about 
the strategy

Questions suggested by
the heading:

Who was Captain Cook?

Where did he come from?

How did he discover
Australia, if he did?

Why is there some doubt
over whether he did
discover Australia?

Who really discovered
Australia?

Facts and details:

Dates, such as 20 April
1770 and 1606

People, such as James
Cook, Willem Janszoon,

Dirk Hartog and William
Dampier

Places, such as England;
Indonesia; Western

Australia; Tasmania and
“New Holland”

Things, such as penal
colonies and transit routes

of Venus, and the names
of the ships

Overlooked information,
such as Australia already
having people living here

when it was supposedly
“discovered”



As you read, ask yourself

• What topics are covered in the informational passage?

• What are the answers to the questions who, when, where, what, why, how?
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Learn About a Graphic Organiser
When you are preparing for a test or writing a report, you will need to recall 
important names, dates, and other facts and details.

One way to take notes on facts and details is to draw an information web. 
An information web is a useful graphic organiser for showing the connections 
between larger topics and related pieces of information.

This information web shows key facts and details from the passage on page 14.

You can use the details in an information web to write a passage of your own, 
restating the key ideas and information. For example:

Captain Cook is usually credited with discovering Australia, but in fact many
Europeans had visited the colony since Willem Janszoon first sighted and
landed on it in 1606. Dirk Hartog landed in Western Australia and Abel
Tasman discovered Tasmania before Cook had even left England. But most
importantly, Australia had been inhabited for up to 50,000 years before
Europeans “discovered” the continent.

Understanding an
information web

Captain
James Cook

sights south-east
coast in 1770

Cook’s
sighting leads to

English colony

Abel
Tasman

discovers
Tasmania

Dirk Hartog
lands on Western

Australian
coast

Australia
already

inhabited for
50,000 years

Willem
Janszoon actually

makes first sighting
and landing in

1606

“Discovery”
of Australia
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Learn About a Form of Writing
An informational article on a topic in history presents a key period, episode or issue of the
past, and explains its importance. An author researches diaries, letters and other first-person
accounts, along with sources written by other historians. The author uses the research to tell
about the events, to offer insights and to make judgments about what “really” happened.
Authors of history articles want to share their fascination with past events.

History articles show connections of all kinds. Authors may point out, for example, how
a single incident or person of the past caused changes that continue to the present day.
Authors often point out how two periods were alike and different.

When you read a history article, look for the author’s organisation of ideas. Headings can
help you find topics and categories of information. For example, suppose that you are
reading an article titled “The Age of Exploration”, and you see this heading: “Portugal
Leads the Way.” Ask yourself what you expect to learn from reading the section under the
heading. Example questions: Why was Portugal so important? Who were Portuguese explorers?
Where did they go? What did they achieve? Then read to find answers to these questions and
new ones. Asking and answering questions will help you focus on the key facts and details.

If you want to recall the facts and details, take notes. An information web is a useful note-
taking drawing because it shows connections between topics and supporting information.

Organising ideas 
in an information web

Focusing on an
informational article:
history

Topic 
or 

Category

WHO?

WHEN?

WHERE?

WHAT?

WHY?

HOW?
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Prepare for the Reading Selection
The pages that follow contain an informational article titled “The Life of James Cook”.
This is a history of the life and exploits of Captain James Cook, who while widely
credited with discovering Australia—something he didn’t really do, as the continent was
already known to Europeans and its inhabitants—also made many other important
voyages and discoveries during his time with the Royal Navy.

Cook was an explorer, navigator and cartographer, who made daring voyages to parts of
the world that were unknown at the time. His voyages were very important in mapping
these far-flung lands, and he holds an important place in the history of the discovery of
the world outside of his relationship with Australia.

The following story discusses James Cook’s life and some of the achievements he made
during his career. Cook joined the Royal Navy and was an important figure in English
exploration until his death in 1779, not long after his famous voyage to Australia.

Learn Vocabulary
The boxed words below are boldfaced in the selection. Learn the meaning of each word.
Then write the word after its synonym.

1. samples

2. finally 

3. killing 

4. tend 

5. motivated 

6. event

7. prospered 

8. settlement 

9. farming 

Understanding
vocabulary

Gaining knowledge

colonisation

agricultural

slaughter

ultimately

thrived

cultivate

ambitious

occurrence

specimens



Finding Word Meaning in ContextSTRATEGY
SEVEN
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Learn About Finding Word Meaning in Context
Suppose that you are reading a story and come upon this sentence: 
The steady noise grew ever louder, and at last we came upon a great cataract.

What should you do if you don’t know what a “great cataract” is? First, think about 
what you do know from the sentence—a great cataract makes a steady, loud noise. 
Then read on for more clues: The waters plunged from the high cliff and crashed furiously 
on the rocks below. Now can you tell what a cataract is? (a waterfall)

Whenever you come across an unfamiliar word, keep reading. You may find helpful
details in the context—the surrounding words and sentences. Sometimes you can make
a logical guess about meaning by using the general sense of the sentences, as in the
example above. Other kinds of context clues are shown in the chart below.

Read the paragraph and the notes beside it.

The Gold Rush changed the face of developing Victoria during the 1850s.
Victoria had only broken away from New South Wales a few weeks earlier when
the first gold was discovered. People suddenly descended on Victoria from all
over Australia and all over the world. They called themselves emigrants. In 1851,
before the start of the Gold Rush, the Victorian population was 77,345 people. A
decade later it had grown to 538,628, seven times higher in just a few short
years. This is solely due to these newcomers to Victoria, and the financial and
population boom that led to the colony becoming the most prosperous in
Australia was solely due to the Gold Rush. That Melbourne is today such a
diverse and cosmopolitan city has a lot to do with this period in her early history.

Studying a model

Thinking about
the strategy

Context Clues

definition

synonym (word with
similar meaning)
contrast word (such as
but or although) and
antonym
list that gives examples
or suggests categories

Example Sentences

The Spanish word for “table”, mesa,
is the name for these flat-topped hills. 
Each difficult task was followed by 
an even more arduous one.
Most birds of prey are active during the day,
but owls are nocturnal hunters.

The travellers became used to privations—
sleeping on the hard ground, eating berries 
and huddling under blankets in the chilly air.

Word Meanings

mesa: “flat-topped hill”

arduous: difficult

The opposite of day is night;
nocturnal: “occurring at night” 

privations: lack of comforts

face—“appearance”
(general sense)

descended—“arrived”,
“moved to” (general sense)

boom—“time of growth”
(antonym recession)

prosperous—“successful”,
“flourishing” (general

sense)

cosmopolitan—“diverse”,
“worldly” (antonym

parochial)



As you read, ask yourself

• What context clues can I find?

• Why is this word important to what I am reading?
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Learn About a Graphic Organiser
A special kind of drawing, or diagram, can show how word meaning is connected to
context. You can use a definition diagram to jot down notes about an unfamiliar word.

The diagram below shows notes about the word emigrants, which appears 
in the paragraph on page 64.

Follow these steps to fill out the diagram:

1. Write the unknown word.

2. Think about the topic. What is the author telling about in the paragraph 
or the passage? Jot down an idea or two.

3. Find and jot down words and phrases that are context clues—a definition, 
a synonym, a contrast and antonym, examples or categories, or clues that give 
a general sense of the sentences.

4. Write a likely meaning based on the topic and the clues.

If your definition doesn’t seem to match later information in the passage—and if you
need to know the word in order to understand the passage—use a dictionary to
determine the correct the definition.

Understanding 
a definition diagram

emigrants

WORD OR TERM

travel to Victoria
after 1851

TOPIC

newcomers, or travellers
to a new land

MEANING

newcomers
called themselves
came from all over Australia and all over
the world

CONTEXT CLUES
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